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AFRY Relies on BiM duRing BRidge 
 constRuction
Because it makes their work more efficient, the engineers from AFRY Germany decided to use Building 

Information Modeling (BIM) for planning the Altglienicker Bridge in Berlin even though there was no con-

tractual obligation to.

in Berlin-treptow, between the two districts of 

Adlershof and Altglienicke, a single-link steel 

truss bridge crosses the teltow canal. it was built 

between 1900 and 1906, during the construction 

of Köpenicker straße. This bridge has not been the 

same for a long time – after the original oppen-

brücke (as it was then known) was blown up by 

the Wehrmacht in 1945, it was rebuilt as an exact 

replica in 1950. since then, it has borne the name 

Altglienicker Brücke. After it received an additional 

orthotropic deck in 1966, it withstood the heavy 

Berlin traffic for almost 30 more years. since 1995, 

however, the dilapidated structure is no longer 

passable and only serves as a pipeline support, 

while a makeshift bridge handles the traffic over the 

canal. However, the latter‘s intended lifespan of 30 

years will soon be reached, which is why the con-

struction of a new replacement for the Altglienick 

bridge is now urgent. A corresponding construction 

measure has now been initiated by the new Water-

ways Authority Berlin. The leipzig office of the con-

sulting and engineering services company AFRY 

Allplan in practice

The Altglienicker 

Bridge, which has been 

inoperative and will be 

replaced by a new bridge 

with a steel composite 

framework  designed by 

the leipzig office of AFRY 

deutschland gmbH of 

germany.   
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The preferred variant uses 

a larger left-hand bend  

(R = 120 metres). A double 

curvature in the  gradient 

and position causes 

 torsional stress.  
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deutschland is responsible for the planning of the 

new bridge in work phases 1-4. What is interesting 

is that the engineers are planning the project using 

the BiM method – and completely voluntarily.

OptIMuM lOAd tRAnsFeR 
wIth the sMAllest pOssIBle 
 dIMensIOns

Within the scope of the project, AFRY was entrust-

ed with the design and structural planning of the 

new bridge, the road planning as well as the site 

planning for the deconstruction of the temporary 

bridge. in stage 1 of the project (the basic evaluation 

and preliminary design), the engineers developed 

different variants for the road and bridge design. 

The preferred variant for the former envisages a 

connection to the ernst-Ruska-ufer with a larger 

left-hand curve (R = 120 metres), whereby the 

bridge is integrated into the curve. At the same 

time, the connection to the junction with the 

 ernst-Ruska-ufer is shifted by about 43 metres. 

The preferred bridge variant is a steel composite 

truss with a clear width of 36 metres and a single 

span girder with a span of about 41 metres.

A double curvature in gradient and position causes 

torsional stress. The unique arch shape between 

the pavement and the road enables optimal load 

transfer with the smallest possible dimensions. 

A low construction height is achieved via a small 

cross-girder span, which, on the one hand, over-

comes the narrow conditions in the watercourse 

area, and on the other hand, uses less material. A 

lateral arch overhang – which absorbs the trans-

verse bending and provides stability – can also be 

used as a lighting strip. in order to avoid a complex 

and cost-intensive watertight excavation in the 

abutment area, a more cost-effective variant with 

deep foundations was also chosen. The bridge will 

be installed by floating it into place from the canal 

or using a crane. Another special feature is the 

numerous utilities that have to be routed across the 

structure.

BetteR wIth BIM

When BiM (Building information Modelling) is used 

in a project, it is usually at the request of the client. 

With the new Altglienick Bridge, however, things 

are different. Here, the leipzig engineers from AFRY 

decided to work with BiM on their own initiative, 

without any corresponding contractual obliga-

tion. The reasons for this are as simple as they are 

good. “BiM helps us enormously in our daily work,” 

explains Paul-christian Max, BiM implementation 

Manager, Project Manager, and BiM coordinator at 

AFRY deutschland gmbH. “We observe a signif-

icant increase in efficiency and quality in various 

sub-disciplines as a result. in addition, model-based 

working leads to a better understanding of the 

respective situation –for both us and for our project 

partners. ”



Above:

The unique arch shape 

 enables optimum load 

transfer with the smallest 

possible dimensions.

left:

due to a deep foundation 

in the abutment area, a 

cost-intensive waterproof 

excavation pit is avoided.

Right:

numerous utilities have to 

be routed across the bridge. 
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pROJeCt InFORMAtIOn In An OVeRVIew

 > Focus: Bridge construction

 > software used: Allplan Bridge, Allplan engineering, 

Allplan Bimplus

pROJeCt dAtA

 > Client: new Waterways Authority Berlin

 > structural design bridge / road planning:  

AFRY deutschland gmbH

 > work phases: 1 – 4

 > Clear width: 36 m

 > span width single span girder: 41 m

 > planned start of construction: 2025

 > planned completion: expected 2025

 > planned cost scope: about 4 Mio. euros 
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plAnnInG wIth AllplAn BRIdGe, 
enGIneeRInG, And BIMplus

While the basic evaluation and preliminary planning 

(stage 1) were still carried out without BiM, this 

changed in the two later planning phases (stages 

2 and 3 or lP 3-4). The engineers used a software 

suite consisting of Allplan Bridge, Allplan, and Bim-

plus, which enabled a smooth BiM workflow. First, 

the data for the planned road route was uploaded 

in XMl format to the BiM platform (Bimplus) and 

then exported from there into Allplan Bridge. in the 

bridge construction software, AFRY was able to 

use the route to model the preferred variant of the 

bridge previously developed in stage 1 with the help 

of axis and cross-section definitions. For further 

design development – for example, extension 

details, plan derivations, etc. – the model was then 

transferred again to Allplan engineering.

in order to fully exploit the added value of BiM, 

Paul-christian Max and his team assigned at-

tributes to the various components, such as the 

conversion category and the trade assignment. 

Relevant attributes and values were also added 

with regards to quantity takeoff and the associated 

cost calculations. since AFRY designs internally 

with open BiM standards and has set up its quality 

processes in the office accordingly, the data ex-

change and coordination took place both within the 

internal team and with other project participants 

and trades via the iFc interface.

Added VAlue thROuGh BIM

overall, the working method described resulted in 

a whole series of advantages compared to tradi-

tional planning without BiM. For example, both the 

construction sequence (4d) and the construction 

costs (5d) could be derived automatically from the 

intelligent (attributed) iFc files, thus saving a great 

deal of time. Attributes such as trade allocation 

also enabled optimal coordination of the trades. 

Furthermore, rule-based and visual collision checks 

contributed significantly to a very high-quality 

design – the most important basis for a sustainable 

and fit-for-purpose building. Model-based issue 

management also enabled better communication 



“With Allplan, we have been able to solve 

many problems so far, setting new stand-

ards in the company.” 

Paul-christian Max, BiM implementa-

tion Manager, Project Manager, and BiM 

coordinator AFRY deutschland gmbH.
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ABout AllPlAn
support interdisciplinary collaboration on  building 

and civil engineering projects. Around the world 

over 500 dedicated employees continue to  write 

the AllPlAn success story. Headquartered 

in Munich, germany, AllPlAn is part of the 

 nemetschek group which is a pioneer for digital 

transformation in the construction sector.

AllPlAn is a global provider of BiM design soft-

ware for the Aec industry. true to our “design to 

Build” claim, we cover the entire process from the 

first concept to final detailed design for the con-

struction site and for prefabrication. Allplan users 

create deliverables of the highest quality and 

level of detail thanks to lean workflows.  AllPlAn 

offers powerful integrated cloud technology to 

between the project participants. other aspects 

that added value included the direct plan derivation 

from the model and, last but not least, the visual-

ization of the bridge. This helped the engineers to 

better understand the double-curved construction 

in space, which, in turn, ensured a higher quality of 

detail.

the CustOMeR

AFRY is a leading european engineering, design, 

and consultancy services company with a global 

presence. it employs 16,000 dedicated experts 

worldwide in the fields of infrastructure, industry, 

energy, and digitalization, creating sustainable 

solutions for generations to come. in germany, 

AFRY operates in 16 locations handling approxi-

mately 3,000 projects a year, and covers four of its 

five divisions – infrastructure, Process industry, 

energy, and Management consulting (excluding 

industrial and digital solutions).


